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USB-C to USB-C Mcdodo CA-2840 Cable, PD 100W, 1.8m (Black)
Ensure  fast  and  safe  charging  for  your  devices  with  the  Mcdodo  cable.  The  product  stands  out  with  a  solid  construction,  wide
compatibility, and modern design. It supports quick charging protocols and delivers a power supply at the level of 100W. Upon reaching
full  charge,  it  automatically  turns  off  power  supply  to  prevent  battery  wear.  Built-in  LED lights  will  provide you with  clear  information
about the charging status.
 
Intelligent Charging
With the help of the McDodo cable, you can replenish your phone or tablet's energy reserves in a short time. You don't have to worry
about the safety of your devices - the authorized MAPO technology protects the devices and automatically turns off the power when full
charge is achieved. This way, the batteries do not wear out and maintain good condition for longer.
 
LED Indicators
Now you can know exactly what the charging status of your devices is. The transparent housing reveals two color LED lights, which will
provide you with the most important information. Orange color indicates quick charging mode, blue informs about active power supply,
and alternating activation of the LEDs means automatic termination of charging.
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Safety First
Your  devices  are  safe  thanks  to  the  application  of  a  dual-core  intelligent  chip.  The  product  supports  quick  charging  protocols  and
provides power supply at the level of even 100W, while the process itself is fully controlled, which means that the charged devices are
not at risk of overcharging or overheating.
 
Solid Construction
A carefully thought-out design makes the Mcdodo CA-3151 cable a long-term purchase. A reinforced copper core with high conductivity
allows for faster charging, and thanks to the solid ends, the cable stands out with extraordinary durability and resistance to bending and
damage. What's more, the double braid provides additional protection against damage.
 
Modern Design
Apart  from  being  incredibly  practical,  the  cable  also  impresses  with  its  modern  look.  The  transparent  design  allows  insight  into  the
internal components, giving it a cyberpunk character. The cable enables fast charging and lightning-fast data transmission.
 
Manufacturer
Mcdodo
Model
CA-2840
Connector Type
USB-C to USB-C
Output Current
Max 5A

Preço:

€ 10.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, USB-C
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